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Contributions
• End-to-end deep neural network for non-Lambertian intrinsic light field decomposition together with disparity estimation
• Skip connections from the encoder to corresponding decoder parts
• Sequence of 2D convolutions acting on the spatial and angular domains instead
of ”heavy” 3D convolutions
• Combination of supervised and unsupervised training
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Defined on 4D ray space R = Π × Ω, which parametrizes rays r = (x, y, s, t) by their
intersection coordinates with two planes Π and Ω, [4]. Intersection with the focal
plane Π gives view point coordinates (s, t), while the image plane Ω denotes image
coordinates (x, y).

Network architecture

Ground truth and estimated disparity for three synthetic data sets generated with Blender. The disparity range
is [−2.12, 2.51]. We compare with the recent deep network [2] that jointly decomposes input light field into diffuse and
specular components and estimates the disparity and three modeling approaches [3], [7] and [8] which are based on
dictionary learning, focal stack symmetry and orientation of EPI patches.
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Comparison on two synthetic data sets generated with Blender. The light field size is 9 × 9 × 512 × 512 × 3. We compare
with the modeling approach for light fields [1] and single image CNN [6].

Real world results
center view

Inputs:
- a pair of 9 × 96 × 96 × 3 horizontal and vertical 3D slices of the light field
Structure:
- 12 residual blocks in the encoding and four decoding pathways
- encoder features are copied as the skip connections to the decoders
- intrinsic components modeled as 3D decoders, while disparity is 2D
- 3D convolutions are replaced with the sequence of 2D convolutions acting
on the angular and spatial domains
Loss:
- scale invariant MSE for albedo and shading
- standard MSE for specular component and disparity
- dichromatic reflection model [5]
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